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1. Introduction 

The SHERPA project is a Coordination and Support Action (CSA) aimed at enhancing cooperation among EU 

and associated countries to strengthen the European Research Area. This is achieved through various 

activities such as networking, policy dialogues, mutual learning, studies, and communication. 

Apart from successfully contributing to the formulation of rural policies and strategies, such as the Long-

Term Vision for Rural Areas and Rural Action Plan, the SHERPA project has also demonstrated capacity 

building. The process itself has also provided training to the facilitators and monitors leading the Multi-Actor 

Platforms (MAPs). The purpose of this report is to capture the benefits derived from the project in terms of 

the capacity building experience gained by facilitators and monitors. 

Effective facilitation and monitoring of the Multi-Actor Platforms (MAPs) is crucial for the success of the 

project. Facilitators and monitors play a vital role in maintaining a balanced dialogue, providing up-to-date 

information on European policies and developments, collaboratively deciding on the focus topics, and drafting 

position papers that contribute significantly to European policies. 

Therefore, it is important to understand the facilitators' and monitors' perceptions of their capacity building 

experiences throughout the project, including the training provided and the network that has been 

established. This exercise highlights the significance of allocating sufficient resources to foster a robust 

process. When the process functions well, it increases the likelihood of producing concrete outputs that hold 

value within the broader context. 

Moreover, this assessment demonstrates that the facilitators and monitors have acquired experience that is 

relevant to their future endeavours in rural development within their respective regions and countries. It 

emphasises the long-term benefits and applicability of the capacity building efforts undertaken within the 

SHERPA project. 

1.1. Purpose of the document 

The purpose of this report is to understand the impact generated by training activities and the work carried 

out by the facilitators and monitors leading the MAP’s. This report specifically focuses on assessing the impact 

and outcomes of the capacity building initiatives within the SHERPA project. Its primary purpose is to evaluate 

the effectiveness and benefits of these initiatives for the facilitators and monitors involved in the Multi-Actor 

Platforms (MAPs).  

The SHERPA project is characterised by the spirit of co-construction and the power of collaboration. 

Consequently, this aspect has been included as part of the assessment of the experienced capacity building 

among facilitators and monitors. This report serves as a reminder that the process itself holds intrinsic value, 

showcasing the gains that are sometimes overlooked in a society that tends to prioritise tangible outputs and 

concrete deliverables. 

By recognising the significance of collaboration and co-construction, the report sheds light on the benefits 

derived from working together within the SHERPA project. It underscores the value of fostering strong 

relationships, sharing knowledge, and engaging in collective efforts to effectively shape rural policies. 

Overall, this report emphasises the value of the collaborative process and aims to highlight the often-

overlooked benefits that arise from collective efforts and capacity building initiatives within the SHERPA 

project.  
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1.2. Methods and data sources 

The compilation of perceived capacity building results involved multiple methods. Firstly, we conducted a 

survey distributed to all facilitators and monitors in SHERPA. A total of 57 facilitators and monitors received 

the survey in April 2023 with a two-week window to respond. We received 33 replies, which formed the basis 

of our results. This response rate of 58% is considered quite good within the context of a survey compilation.  

The survey comprises three sections with a total of 19 questions. Each section focuses on gathering specific 

information related to the participants' profile, past experience, level of engagement in the MAPs, 

collaboration, training, skillset, professional growth, group dynamics, and workflow. In the survey, a 

combination of structured and open-ended questions was utilised. For certain questions, multiple predefined 

response options were provided based on our interaction, participation, and experience with the project. For 

other questions, there were open text boxes where participants were encouraged to provide their comments 

and express their thoughts in their own words. 

These participant comments have proven to be valuable qualitative data, offering unique insights into their 

perspectives. In some instances, direct quotes have been used to capture the participants' exact words, while 

in other cases, the content has been summarised to effectively report the results. The inclusion of both 

structured and open-ended questions allowed us to combine quantitative and qualitative data, thereby 

enriching the understanding of the capacity building experiences within the SHERPA project.  

During the Facilitator and Monitor evaluation workshop held on May 16th, 2023, we took the opportunity to 

validate and reflect upon the results together with the monitors and facilitators. This session served a dual 

purpose: 1) to validate the findings and 2) engage in a collective reflection on the outcomes, providing a 

platform for in-depth discussions on capacity building within the SHERPA project. The workshop facilitated a 

rich and interactive discussion, allowing for a comprehensive understanding of the experiences and 

perspectives of the facilitators and monitors involved in the project. 

In addition to the survey and workshop, we utilised various other sources of information from past meetings. 

These included notes from the consortium meeting held on November 30th, 2022, notes from the annual 

meeting in Montpellier held from January 31st to February 1st, and notes from the final conference held on 

June 1st and 2nd, 2023.  

1.3. Structure of the document 

After the introduction, chapter 2 in the report provides a framework for understanding capacity building 

within the SHERPA project. It draws upon key insights from academic literature and adapts them to the 

specific work and processes of the SHERPA project. 

Chapter 3 presents the results obtained from the survey and is divided into four sub-sections. The first sub-

section examines the participants' experiences and background information. The second sub-section focuses 

on collaboration, training, skillset development, and professional growth. The third sub-section explores the 

results pertaining to group dynamics and workflow. Lastly, the fourth sub-section presents the findings from 

the validation of results conducted through an interactive online workshop involving facilitators and monitors. 

Following the results section, an assessment of the capacity built within the SHERPA project, as reported by 

the facilitators and monitors, is provided. This assessment offers insights into the progress and development 

achieved through the project's capacity building initiatives. Finally, the report concludes with final remarks 

and future recommendations based on the findings and assessment conducted. 

By structuring the report in this manner, it allows for a comprehensive examination of capacity building within 

the SHERPA project, beginning with the theoretical framework and progressing through the survey results, 

assessment, and concluding with recommendations for future endeavours.   
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2. Framing capacity building in the SHERPA project 

2.1. Understanding capacity building  

Capacity building has emerged as a cornerstone in the literature on public policy development, encompassing 

a multitude of themes. Broadly defined, it represents an ongoing process aimed at enhancing the skills, 

knowledge, and resources of individuals, organisations, and systems, empowering them with analytical, 

operational, and political competencies. This can involve training, education, and development in a variety 

of areas, such as leadership, management, technical skills, or specific knowledge related to a particular field 

or industry. The goal of capacity building is to improve the ability of actors to achieve their goals, to contribute 

to the development and growth of their communities or sectors, and to enhance administrative autonomy. 

(Wu et al. 2015; El-Taliawi and Van Der Wal 2019). 

In the context of the work done under SHERPA MAPs, we are especially interested in how capacity was built 

via knowledge exchange and training workshops. Previous research suggests that knowledge exchange, 

training sessions, and peer-to-peer learning are effective tools to both build capacity, foster institutional 

exchange and scale up the best practices in (rural) development projects. Successful knowledge exchange 

can increase the capacity of institutional actors, for example by enhancing decision-makers’ use of research 

results. This goal can be supported by other collaborative methods, especially if group dynamics and unclear 

objectives do not pose barriers. Organisational-operational capacity is closely linked to the ability of public 

actors to deliver their policy promises, which ultimately links to broader resilience of nations and communities. 

As such, building more capable public actors is a highly relevant objective in all development projects. 

(Gagliardi et al. 2008; Kumar and Aaron 2012; El-Taliawi and Van Der Wal 2019). 

Zooming into the field of rural development, capacity building and community empowerment have become 

established ways for governments to address the challenges that rural communities face across the world. 

Public authorities capable of implementing their policies and facilitating community ownership are important 

building blocks for strengthening capacity in this context. This becomes even more crucial as their operational 

environments are becoming increasingly unpredictable. Change readiness is an important element of built 

capacity, and one that allows viewing the resilience of regions that are not hubs of economic growth. 

(Simpson et al. 2003; Van Der Wal 2017; El-Taliawi and Van Der Wal 2019). 

2.2. Capacity building in the SHERPA project 

Individual capacity building requires a supportive environment, while administrative capacity is dependent 

on the support of system-wide institutions (El-Taliawi and Van Der Wal 2019). Similarly, capacity building 

during the SHERPA cycles has relied on creating its own ecosystem, the Multi-Actor Platform. Having a long-

term established structure has supported building competencies in an environment of mutual trust and 

dynamic feedback. The SHERPA approach aimed to establish a framework and anticipated outcomes, while 

allowing flexibility in its execution. Their approach is guided by four key principles: i) adaptable programming, 

ii) collaborative construction, iii) interactions across multiple levels, and iv) impartiality and transparency 

(Chartier et al. 2019). These principles are grounded in trust and are also supported by the literature, 

highlighting the significance of adapting activities to the specific local context. SHERPA leadership genuinely 

prioritised this aspect.  

In addition of building capacity via organic, bottom-up activity, the SHERPA project relied on several set tools 

to enhance the skills of its facilitators and monitors. Two full day training workshops were organised at the 

start of both phases, 4 webinars one at the start of each MAP cycle, 2 M&E support webinars, 19 knowledge 

sharing, and feedback meetings and 2 M&E workshops were organised by the leading partners. These are 

the cluster meetings that were organised in the different cycles: 
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• Cycle 1: 2 meetings x 4 clusters 

• Cycle 2: 2 meetings x 3 clusters 

• Cycle 3: 1 meeting x 4 clusters 

• Cycle 4: 1 meeting x 1 cluster 

Furthermore, the SHERPA leader group has organised several learning/discussion sessions during the annual 

conferences. Additionally, the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) tool, which was filled out after each cycle, 

encouraged the evaluation of how skills and positive experiences accumulated throughout the project, as 

well as identifying areas for improvement. Monitoring and evaluation practices gained more nuance and 

personal experiences to add to quantifiable data via regular M&E calls and gathering experiences, as well as 

providing direct feedback to understand what went well and where was room for improvement. 

In the SHERPA project, we have identified five key parameters that serve as the foundation for assessing 

capacity building. These parameters encompass various aspects and contribute to the overall evaluation of 

capacity building effectiveness. Let's elaborate on each parameter: 

• Training: This parameter focuses on the formal and informal training activities provided to 

individuals involved in the SHERPA project. It examines the participants experience of the training 

programs in enhancing participants' understanding, competencies, and practical skills related to their 

roles within the project.  

• Skills: The skills parameter assesses the development and improvement of facilitating and 

monitoring capabilities among the participants. It examines whether the facilitators and monitors 

have acquired new skills or improved existing ones through their engagement in the SHERPA project.  

• Knowledge: This parameter focuses on the acquisition and application of knowledge by project 

participants. It assesses whether individuals have gained new insights, information, and 

understanding in areas relevant to the SHERPA project. It explores the extent to which participants 

have been able to apply this knowledge in their work. 

• Network: The network parameter evaluates the establishment and expansion of professional 

networks among participants in the SHERPA project. It considers the connections, collaborations, 

and relationships formed within and beyond the project. The assessment may examine the diversity 

and quality of these networks, as well as the participants perceived benefits from these contacts. 

• Co-creation: Co-creation is a crucial parameter that assesses the level of active participation, 

collaboration, and engagement among stakeholders in the SHERPA project. It examines the extent 

to which individuals have been involved in the joint creation of knowledge, strategies, and solutions. 

The assessment may explore the inclusiveness, effectiveness, and impact of co-creation processes 

in shaping policies and driving positive change. 

 

By evaluating these five parameters training, skills, knowledge, network, and co-creation—the SHERPA 

project aims to comprehensively assess the capacity building initiatives and their impact on project 

participants.  
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3. Results on the experienced capacity building  

This section presents results on perceived experiences on capacity building and the related successes, 

difficulties, and key-take aways from the process. The results are presented in a combination of graphs and 

summaries from open text box comments.  

3.1. Results on experience and background information  

This section provides an overview of the participants' roles, past experience, level of engagement in different 

MAP cycles, and demographic information.  

 

Figure 1 Role as facilitator, monitor or both during the MAP process. 

 
 

42% of the participants were assigned the role of facilitator, while approximately 24% were monitors. 

Interestingly, 34% of the participants reported having both roles during the MAP process (figure 1). 

According to their feedback, this dual involvement provided them with a broader perspective and a deeper 

understanding of the MAP process. Having both roles proved advantageous as it allowed for the seamless 

transfer of themes across different topics of the Position Paper. This ensured that important issues were 

consistently addressed throughout the entire process. 

It's worth noting that in certain MAPs, the distinction between the tasks of facilitators and monitors was 

dependent on personal relationships and could easily overlap. Consequently, transitioning between roles was 

reported to be smooth, which greatly benefited the overall functioning of the MAP. While some participants 

took on the roles of facilitator and monitor alternately, others experienced a more fluid situation where the 

roles were interchangeable during the meetings. In both cases those who assumed both roles expressed 

that managing the combination of responsibilities was feasible and beneficial. According to participants, the 

absence of hierarchical boundaries and the trust placed in facilitators and monitors to design their workflow 

according to their national or regional framework also facilitated organic capacity building. Several believe it 

contributed to successful outcomes in their respective MAPs.  
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Figure 2 How many cycles have you been involved as a facilitator and/or Monitor? 

  

 

Figure 2 displays the F&M's level of involvement across different cycles as a multiple-choice question where 

they indicated all the cycles, they had participated in. The data reveals that 90% of the participants were 

engaged in cycle 4, the most recent cycle in spring 2023. Additionally, 85% were involved in cycle 3, which 

took place in spring 2022. For cycle 1 and cycle 2, 54% and 60% of the participants respectively were 

involved. SHERPA initially started with 20 MAPs and later expanded to 41 MAPs. This means that roughly 

half of the facilitators and monitors were involved from the project's inception, as reflected in the participants' 

responses.  

 

Table 1 How many MAPs have you worked with? 

Participation in one 

MAP 

Participation in two 

MAPs. 

Participation in three 

MAPs 
Participation in five MAPs 

63,6  18,2 15,2 3 

 

Most of the facilitators and monitors were engaged in one MAP, while a smaller group was involved in two 

or three MAPs (as shown in Table 1). This trend was particularly common in countries with multiple regional 

MAPs. Out of the total number of MAPs, 9 had a national geographic coverage, while the remaining MAPs 

focused on regional and/or local areas. Notably, some of these MAPs encompassed relatively large regions 

at the NUTS 3 level. Among the survey participants, consisting of facilitators and monitors, there were 19 

females and 14 males, representing a diverse range of European countries involved in the project. The 

facilitators and monitors involved in the project indicated a significant level of experience. Among them, 

21.2% had 3-5 years of work experience, 39.3% had 6-15 years of work experience, and an additional 

39.3% possessed 15 or more years of work experience.  
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3.2. Results on collaboration, training, skillset, and professional growth 

Most facilitators and monitors expressed satisfaction with their collaboration with their colleagues. They 

emphasised the significance of having clear roles and tasks. One participant directly said that: “It was 

important given that we both were really involved in MAP activities, but with different task and consequently 

different perspectives”. Another person elaborated stating that: “Clear sharing of tasks and regular and 

constructive exchanges during the different stages of SHERPA”.  

While most described the collaboration as good, several went a step further, using terms like perfect and 

excellent to characterise their working relationship. Here are a few examples of these positive comments: 

“Very fruitful process, perfect cooperation and collaboration” & “It was a very positive experience, because 

we shared the responsibilities in the management of the MAPs. For both of us to get the experience of 

facilitator and monitor, between MAPs we exchanged the roles”.  

To summarise the comments, we created a word cloud that visually represents the most frequently 

mentioned words. In the word cloud, larger words indicate higher frequency. The most commonly used 

words are "good," "tasks," "worked," "collaboration," "perfect," "monitor," and "roles." 

Please note that the word cloud is a visual representation and may not capture the entirety of the comments. 

However, it provides a snapshot of the key themes and emphasis in the feedback received (figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 How was your collaboration with your facilitator/monitor colleague in terms of task sharing and supporting 

each other in the process? 

 

 

Regarding the satisfaction level with the training and support provided in the SHERPA project, the survey 

results indicate that 62% of the participants stated they were very satisfied. Additionally, 32% expressed 
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being somewhat satisfied, and only 3% reported feeling neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. Notably, none of 

the participants indicated being dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the training (figure 4). Furthermore, 

approximately 11% of the respondents provided additional comments regarding their satisfaction with the 

training. These findings demonstrate a predominantly positive response to the training, with a significant 

majority expressing high levels of satisfaction.  

 

Figure 4 How satisfied were you with the training and support provided during the MAP process? 

  

 

One commenter expressed that the number of activities and commitments at the project level were 

sometimes overwhelming, which made it difficult to fully participate in the SHERPA activities. They were 

overall satisfied with the quality of the training provided. Unrelated to it, however, they felt that including 

professional facilitators would have been beneficial, especially for workshops and event organisation, as they 

felt they spent a lot of time on those tasks as a researcher. Coincidentally, the training had took place just 

before the COVID-19 lockdowns, which allowed them to develop skills for operational use during the 

subsequent two years of restrictions on physical meetings. In addition, they found the follow-up 

conversations with MAP Facilitators valuable for networking and sharing experiences. The support received 

was useful for exchanging and listening to others' experiences, and some of the deliverable contents were 

also helpful.  

 

What was your biggest learning experience as a Facilitator/Monitor: When did you need to grow/acquire 

more skills? The replies to this question reflect various experiences and lessons learned from participating in 

the project. Some key points include: 

• Creating connections and experimenting with facilitating tools and methods. 

• Rural issues and lack of research coverage, limited interest in rural affairs, and lack of national 

coordination. 

• The need for adaptable facilitation skills and addressing participation fatigue. 

• Communication with stakeholders and managing multiple MAPs with similar schedules. 
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• Remote meeting facilitation and improving digital skills. 

• Importance of synthesis in conveying diverse opinions and ensuring stakeholder involvement. 

• Challenges and learning experiences during online engagement due to COVID-19. 

• Developing group dynamics and active participation of MAP members. 

• Dissemination of outcomes and the need for time management. 

• Learning about effective communication, adaptability, and continuous professional development. 

• Encouraging knowledge exchange and embracing diverse perspectives. 

• Reflecting on the timing of meetings, framing of issues, and gaining regional knowledge. 

• Network management, treating individuals differently, and trust-building. 

• Groundwork and smooth running of MAP meetings. 

• Strategies for motivating and engaging multi-actor networks. 

• Building organisational skills and translating knowledge into clear messages. 

Overall, the comments highlighted the challenges faced, lessons learned, and areas of improvement related 

to facilitation, stakeholder engagement, coordination, communication, and skill development within the 

project.  

What new approaches did you learn that were especially needed when working in co-creation with a mix of 

science-policy-society actors? Here, the comments highlighted workshops and participatory methods to 

collect information and shape the needs and desires of locals, including from a policy perspective. The 

engagement tools were valuable for reflecting on different approaches and involving diverse personalities. 

The transition from virtual to physical meetings required adaptation, and certain topics were better suited 

for in-person discussions.  

It was important to keep MAP members engaged throughout the process to strengthen relationships and 

maintain their commitment. The comments also emphasise the importance of multidisciplinary collaboration, 

valuing different perspectives, and adapting language to ensure inclusivity. Pre-meeting materials and shared 

working papers were found to be beneficial, and various group dynamics strategies were employed. 

Additionally, the use of tools like Miro or JamBoard was helpful for facilitating workshops, especially online. 

In summary, the comments highlight the significance of participatory methods, relationship-building, 

adaptability, multidisciplinary approaches, and inclusive communication in the co-creation process. The use 

of diverse strategies, such as back casting and the "Six Thinking Hats" method1, contributed to the 

development of long-term visions and effective knowledge gathering from multi-actor groups. 

Regarding the experience of training improving the skills as a facilitator and monitor, 94% of respondents 

indicated that it did enhance their abilities, while only 6% reported no improvement (figure 5). Additionally, 

it is worth noting that 79% of participants expressed an increased sense of confidence in their facilitation 

and monitoring skills following the MAP process, while 21% felt their level of proficiency remained unchanged 

(figure 6). This finding is particularly noteworthy considering that a significant number of respondents already 

possessed several years of experience in the field. It highlights the presence of a growth mindset within this 

group and reflects their eagerness to continuously grow and develop professionally.  

 

1 "Six Thinking Hats" is a way of investigating an issue from a variety of perspectives, but in a clear, conflict-free way. It 
can be used by individuals or groups to move outside habitual ways of thinking, try out different approaches, and then 
think constructively about how to move forward. 
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Figure 5 Did the MAP process improve your skills as a facilitator and monitor? 

 

 

Figure 6 Level of confidence after the MAP process 
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3.3. Results on group dynamic and workflow 

How has it been to make all voices in the MAP heard: What strategies have you used to balance input from 

all members? The comments to these questions highlighted various strategies employed to ensure balanced 

input and participation from all members of the MAP. These strategies include creating a familiar and 

interactive atmosphere that encourages sharing thoughts and information, allocating time for each member 

to be heard, and actively engaging quieter or less dominant group members. Structured and inclusive 

discussion formats, as well as clear ground rules and expectations, are used to establish a safe environment 

where all perspectives are valued. Other strategies involve dividing the MAP into small groups for focused 

work, maintaining a core group of members throughout the project, and using tools like JamBoard for 

collaborative feedback. 

Additionally, methods such as interviews, focus group meetings, and individual consultations are employed 

to gather input from diverse actors and ensure their voices are considered. Strategies also involve actively 

listening to members' points of view, provoking debate, and translating official terms into common language 

to facilitate understanding. The aim is to create an inclusive and respectful environment where everyone's 

role and presence are important. Consensus is not necessarily sought, and different viewpoints are 

acknowledged and incorporated into the discussions and position papers. 

Overall, the strategies prioritise inclusivity, active listening, structured discussions, and the utilisation of 

various tools and methods to balance input from all members and ensure a comprehensive and diverse range 

of perspectives was considered in the decision-making process. Here, we notice how knowledge building and 

peer-to-peer learning, as well as creating solid supporting systems, directly feeds into capacity building, as 

suggested by the literature.  

Among the respondents, 90% reported that they did not experience any tensions within the group (figure 

7). However, 9% acknowledged that they did encounter tensions, but clarified that these were not related 

to the functioning of the MAP. Instead, these tensions were attributed to other topics. Some participants also 

noted that certain topics were more neutral and easier to discuss and work with than others.  

 

Figure 7 Tension in the group 
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Figure 8 Level of information and project collaboration in the MAP process 

 

 

84% of the participants indicated that they received just the right information and project collaboration, 

while 11% said it was too much and 3% said to little (figure 8). This indicates that the majority of participants 

felt adequately supported and informed throughout the project, with only a small portion expressing concerns 

about the quantity of information and collaboration. The respondents were asked about the organisation and 

ease of following the MAP working cycles, and on average, they rated it 80 out of the grading scale. This 

suggests that the working cycles were generally well-organised and easy to follow, based on the feedback 

received.  

What is your biggest take-away from being a facilitator/monitor for the MAP in your country? (A take-away 

that you can use in future work. E.g., a skill, method, moderation, specific knowledge, network etc.). To this 

question the respondents replied that one of the major takeaways from the MAP working cycles was the 

acquisition of specific knowledge and tools applicable to future work in similar environments. Participants 

gained insights into techniques such as scenario workshops and focus group discussions, expanding their 

theoretical frameworks and agricultural policy perspectives. The development of trusting relationships among 

MAP members proved crucial for open exchanges of ideas and fostering co-learning, although it may require 

more time than a single project cycle. The MAP method itself was regarded positively, providing a platform 

for networking, and animating discussions, even with room for improvement. 

Active listening and clear communication emerged as key lessons in effective facilitation. It became evident 

that ensuring all voices are heard and maintaining transparent communication about goals and outcomes 

are essential for productive and inclusive group dynamics. Building strong relationships and networks with 

stakeholders, including policymakers and scientists, proved valuable for gaining a deeper understanding of 

challenges and opportunities in the field and establishing a network of contacts for future collaborations. 

Furthermore, the experience emphasised the importance of tailoring engagement strategies to the interests 

and motivations of MAP members, as well as clarifying the purpose and mandate of the process from the 

outset. 

Overall, the MAP working cycles provided valuable lessons in skills development, network management, trust-

building, and gaining holistic perspectives on regional issues. The experience highlighted the need for flexible 
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approaches when working with diverse stakeholder groups and the significance of translating stakeholders' 

knowledge into actionable recommendations. The networking opportunities and expanded understanding of 

rural problems were also highly valued outcomes of the MAP process.  

Do you foresee that this network is relevant for your future work? Out of the responses provided, there were 

a total of 82% "Yes" answers. Additionally, there were 10% "Maybe" responses and 8% "Not sure" 

responses, suggesting some uncertainty or reservations about future collaboration. 

The value of a network of contacts is emphasised, with the understanding that such connections can be 

beneficial for future endeavours. There is a recognition that the existing network formed through the MAP 

process provides a solid foundation for future work. However, a few also comment that there is a need for 

the network to be strengthened to effectively address the diverse realities of different rural areas. Lastly, 

there is a personal acknowledgment from one participant that they foresee collaborating with many of the 

MAP members in the future.  

What have you gained from the contacts with the other MAP members? The comments highlight the various 

aspects of knowledge and awareness gained through the MAP process. Participants express the acquisition 

of new knowledge and insights into their context, including understanding specific issues and challenges 

associated with their respective regions or areas of interest. There is recognition of the value of sharing 

information, skills, and experiences among the diverse actors involved. 

The MAP process facilitated the exchange of ideas and perspectives, fostering a deeper understanding of 

different viewpoints and approaches to rural issues. Participants also emphasise the importance of building 

personal and professional networks, establishing contacts, and expanding connections for future 

collaboration. 

The MAP process helped to broaden participants' knowledge by providing exposure to projects, initiatives, 

and perspectives that they were previously unaware of. It facilitated the development of a comprehensive 

understanding of the problems addressed and allowed for the exploration of new perspectives and 

approaches. Overall, the comments reflect the growth in knowledge, awareness, and networking 

opportunities that participants experienced through their engagement in the MAP process. They highlight 

the value of shared learning, collaboration, and gaining insights from diverse stakeholders in addressing rural 

challenges. 

Co-creation has played a significant role in the SHERPA project. Among the participants, 48% expressed that 

the MAP process very much enhanced their comprehension of co-creation and collaborative methods. 

Another 48% stated that the process somewhat improved their understanding, with a mere 4% indicating 

only a little improvement. Notably, none of the participants reported that their understanding remained 

unchanged (figure 9).  

In response to the query regarding the enhancement of knowledge on rural policy among facilitators and 

monitors through the MAP process, the average response scored 78 on a scale ranging from 0 to 100. When 

it comes to the overall satisfaction rating as facilitators and monitors, the feedback from participants is 

positive. A significant majority of 60.6% reported having a good experience, while 30.3% described their 

experience as excellent. None of the participants rated their experience as poor, and only 9.3% providing a 

fair rating (figure 10). These findings indicate that the SHERPA project successfully creates an engaging and 

motivating learning environment. It demonstrates a commitment to addressing the needs of facilitators and 

monitors by providing them with the necessary knowledge and support to effectively carry out their work in 

organising the MAP.  
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Figure 9 Improved understanding of co-creation and collaborative methods 

 

 

Figure 10 Overall experience being a facilitator/monitor in the MAP process. 
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3.4. Enhancing results and insights: M&E Workshop  

In the M&E workshop held on 16 May 16 2023, we focused on verifying the results obtained from the survey. 

When participants were asked about the extent to which they identified their own experiences in the 

presented outcomes, 23 individuals rated their recognition at an average of 4.1 on a 0-5 scale. This indicates 

a strong level of recognition and connection with the results, highlighting that their individual experiences 

were captured and represented in the findings.   

Delving deeper into their experiences and examining key factors contributing to professional growth, the 

participants were asked to identify the most significant element. Among the responses, 57% attributed their 

growth to the co-creation approach, highlighting its substantial impact. Furthermore, 19% emphasised the 

value of writing the position paper, while 15% pointed to the enriching discussions as a crucial factor. 

Additionally, 7% acknowledged the importance of the network (figure 11). 

During the chat, one participant expressed the significance of personal attributes and group dynamics, 

highlighting the importance of a positive attitude, adaptability, and a willingness to learn. This comment 

received a couple of likes, probably because it underscored the essential role played by the personality and 

spirit of the group in fostering growth and development.  

 

Figure 11 Important factors for the facilitators and monitors professional growth? 

 

 

When asked about their most significant learning experience as facilitators and monitors, 69% responded 

that it was the process of identifying and formulating shared ground to develop recommendations. 

Additionally, 23% mentioned the challenge of keeping the MAP members engaged, emphasising the 

importance of active participation. Furthermore, 7% expressed the value of exploring new rural thematic 

areas, highlighting the opportunity for personal growth through venturing into unfamiliar territory (figure 

12). 
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Figure 12 Biggest learning experience as a facilitator/monitor 

 

 

When inquired about their main cause of contentment as facilitators/monitors in the SHERPA project, 

participants provided a range of responses. Notably, 44% expressed their satisfaction with the social aspect 

of connecting with other professionals in the field. For 29%, the most fulfilling aspect was the opportunity 

to gain valuable professional experience. Additionally, 22% highlighted the international outlook on rural 

development, appreciating the diverse perspectives from various European countries (figure 13).  

 

Figure 13 Facilitator/monitor in SHERPA stating what they are most satisfied with 
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Another participant shared their perspective on the need for a stronger sense of belonging to a broader 

group of stakeholders, specifically mentioning the expectations of MAP members from Romania. They 

emphasised the importance of recognising the contribution of MAPs to SHERPA position papers by nominating 

them as authors and contributors. They believed that such recognition would not only foster a sense of 

belonging among MAP members but also provide political decision-makers with an understanding of the 

territorial coverage and representation of the proposals included in the SHERPA position papers. This 

comment highlighted the desire for increased visibility and influence of MAPs in shaping rural policies and 

actions.  

4. Assessment of the capacity build in the SHERPA project  

In this section, we examine the lessons learned in terms of building capacity in SHERPA with a special focus 

on the identified five key parameters that serve as the foundation for assessing capacity building relevant 

for rural network actors. Working in the interface of science, society, and policy gives an opportunity to utilise 

the inbuilt mechanism of expanding networks (and thus capacity) that it entails.  

Capacities of all actors were strengthened in dynamic and evolving collaboration and co-creation during the 

discussion and writing processes around the deliverables of MAP position notes. As the project progressed, 

monitors and facilitators reinforced the Multi-Actor Platform system by experimenting with different 

teamwork arrangements (partially due to the need to introduce more digital working environments), and in 

turn, the accumulated learnings helped them to build their own capacities.  

A significant amount of the capacity gained indeed links to the way the MAPs were both designed and self-

organised. Some skills building happened purposefully, as a direct result of how the project activities were 

planned, while other skills had to be developed as a reaction to unplanned phenomena (COVID-19 

underlining the need for digital participation, no support from professional facilitators). Similarly, some 

capacity was built more as a top-down practice, as a part of pre-planned activities (see Ch. 2), while other 

skills emerged more organically, for example via peer-to-peer learning and problem-solving. Moreover, it 

seems that the flexible working arrangements organised within many MAPs, enabled by the relative 

autonomy granted by the design of the project, were a key factor in improving capacity building as they 

allowed facilitators and monitors to try out different roles and tasks. In Table 2, we outline the main 

assessment for five different parameters relevant to capacity building in the SHERPA project.  

 

Table 2 Capacity building assessment for the SHERPA project 

Key parameter Insights from the SHERPA capacity building assessment 

Training 

• Much of the training were transferred to digital platforms due to 

COVID-19 lockdowns, which led to a new type of online training 

modules.  

• The flow of information and collaboration was perceived as balanced. 

• There was overall satisfaction with the training.  

Skills 

• 93% experienced an increase in their facilitation and monitoring skills.  

• 78% felt more confident facilitating/monitoring after MAP process. 

• Adaptable facilitation skills and creating continuous engagement 
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Knowledge 

• Increase in regional knowledge and translating knowledge into clear 

messages.  

• Knowledge sharing and peer-to-peer learning created solid supporting 

systems.  

• Acquisition of specific knowledge and tools applicable to future work in 

similar environments 

Network 

• Network management, treating individuals differently, and creating an 

environment of mutual respect and trust. 

• 82% foresee the network relevant for future work and collaborations. 

• Close linkage to knowledge with the network being a direct source to 

new perspective on rural issues. 

Co-creation 

• Important in the participatory methodology to collect information and 

shape the needs and desires of locals, including a policy perspective.  

• Underlines relationship-building, adaptability, multidisciplinary 

approaches, and inclusive communication in the co-creation process. 

• 57 % stated that the co-creation approach has been an important 

factor for the professional growth.  

 

To sum-up, we notice that the relatively long duration of the project served capacity building by enabling 

facilitators and monitors to experiment different working arrangements, receive feedback, and apply it, as 

well as make proactive decisions. Most of the skills built throughout the project were such that they could 

not have been acquired by oneself: widening one’s networks and getting inside insights on rural 

development, knowledge sharing and co-creation tools, and challenging oneself to find new approaches. This 

aspect of creating a new co-working environment was also supported by the consistency and longevity of 

the project management.  

5. Final remarks and future recommendations 

The consistently high satisfaction ratings reflect the project's dedication to quality and meeting the 

expectations of those involved. Moreover, this report serves as a reminder that the intangible outcomes and 

the process itself have their own worth. While tangible outputs and concrete deliverables are often 

emphasised, it is equally important to acknowledge the gains made through collaboration, capacity building, 

and the shared experiences of the facilitators and monitors involved in the project. 

The facilitators and monitors in the SHERPA project highlighted the importance of clear roles and tasks, 

underscoring its significance in facilitating effective collaboration. Most participants described the 

collaboration as good, indicating a positive working atmosphere. In terms of satisfaction with the training 

and support provided, the survey results revealed that a significant majority of 62% expressed being very 

satisfied. Furthermore, an overwhelming 94% of respondents acknowledged that the training had 

successfully enhanced their abilities as facilitators and monitors. These findings collectively demonstrate the 

project's commitment to providing valuable training, support, and a conducive environment for effective 

collaboration and skill development among the participants.  

Regarding group dynamics and workflow, facilitators and monitors highlighted the significance of 

implementing structured and inclusive discussion formats. Establishing clear ground rules and expectations 
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created a safe environment that valued all perspectives. Additionally, strategies such as dividing the MAP 

into smaller groups for focused work and maintaining a core group of members throughout the project were 

employed. Collaborative feedback was facilitated through tools like Jam Board. 

A major takeaway from the MAP working cycles was the acquisition of specific knowledge and practical tools 

applicable to future work in similar environments. Participants gained valuable insights into techniques such 

as scenario workshops and focus group discussions. These experiences expanded their theoretical 

frameworks and broadened their perspectives on agricultural policy.  

Finally, a significant perspective emerges regarding the most valuable learning experiences for facilitators 

and monitors. Out of the respondents, 69% identified the process of identifying and formulating shared 

ground to develop recommendations as their most significant learning experience. Additionally, 23% 

acknowledged the challenge of keeping MAP members engaged, highlighting the importance of active 

participation. Furthermore, 7% expressed the value of exploring new rural thematic areas. 

Moreover, the survey revealed that 44% of participants found satisfaction in the social aspect of connecting 

with other professionals in the field. For 29%, the opportunity to gain valuable professional experience was 

the most fulfilling aspect. Furthermore, 22% appreciated the international outlook on rural development, 

recognising the diverse perspectives contributed by various European countries.  

Based on these results, we propose three recommendations for future project work. These recommendations 

emphasise the critical role of capacity building as an important factor that has the potential to make a 

significant difference for rural areas: 

1. Prioritise the process, ensuring that it is captivating, inspiring, and engaging, while also incorporating 

the participants' interests in decisions on what rural issues to work with. 

2. Foster flexibility by aligning with individual needs and strengths, such as allowing fluidity in the roles 

of facilitators and monitors. Trust in their ability to organise in a manner that best suits the region's 

specific requirements. 

3. Encourage peer-to-peer learning and co-creation by fostering a sense of ownership among 

participants from the science, policy, and civil society sectors. This could include involving more of 

the MAP members also can lead certain tasks including coordination and policy outreach on regional, 

national, and international level.   
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